I’m a 1st Year Law student who LOVES clubs and socs at Catz! I may have only been here for
2 full terms but I have EMBRACED many things that Catz and the wider University has to offer
and would love to help and encourage others to do the same. It’s safe to say I have an eclectic
mix of memorable moments so far: playing college tennis and netball, singing in the Carol
concert, trying (!) to row, playing Mixed Touch Rugby for the first time (hilarious to watch) and
salsa dancing (even more hilarious to watch).
Why me?





I’m organised,
focused and most of
all enthusiastic.
I can deal with
numbers so will look
after the finance
and budgeting for
clubs.
I love getting
involved and trying
out new things and
want to help others
do the same.

What will I do?







I want to enable clubs and societies at Catz to run
smoothly by COMMUNICATING CLEARLY with
captains, organisers and members alike.
It would be great to encourage NEW CLUBS AND
SOCIETIES, the more weird and wonderful the better. I
would always be open to new suggestions and do
everything possible to get them up and running, and I’d
also try to MAKE PEOPLE MORE AWARE that they can
start up whatever they feel is currently missing.
I would try to create more of a COMMUNITY FEEL
around Catz clubs and societies by encouraging an
increased response to the pleas of captains/ heads of
societies for SUPPORT ON THE SIDELINES AND
AUDIENCES on the JCR facebook page. Even if not a
part of that particular society or team, it would be great to
get more people involved to cheer, support and share in
CATZ’ TRIUMPHS. I would do this by giving Catz notice
further in advance of upcoming exciting events to get into
their diary.
More ‘inter-club’ mingling can only be a good thing. Think
more Catz-on-Catz crewdates, more opportunities for
collaboration between societies and for novices to try out
something new.

Our clubs and socs are
a chance for us to show
what Catz is really
about and to display our
passion, dedication and
talent. I want to see this
VIBRANT COLLEGE
SCENE continue to
thrive!
I’M KEEN ON CLUBS AT
CATZ!

